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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The conference will explore the cultural projects that have developed in Budapest in recent decades. The aim is to explore various level of culture- from the “high” 
culture venue- MÜPA - a large performing arts facility - to Liget Budapest- the new museum quarter development underway in the center of the city. In addition, 
the new campus of the Central European University will be a venue.  
 
Each day will transpire at a new venue, introducing a new building in and of itself. The gastronomic indulgences and the ruin pub district of Budapest will be part 
of the “cultural” explorations. The conference will integrate the cultural traditions and heritages of Budapest- rooted in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, whilst offering 
an insight into the contemporary architecture of today. 
 
Thursday, September 27 
Opening Reception 
Association of Hungarian Architects 
Located in a lovely baroque palace in the heart of Budapest, the opening reception will be hosted by the Association of Hungarian Architects. For those who wish 
to done there the adjacent small restaurant, Építészpince will be open only for AIA guests. For the adventurous yearning for a walk into the night, a tour of the 
ruin pubs will be organized…. 
 
Ruin Pub Culture 
In the early 2000s the inner part of the VII District of Budapest was made up of crumbling, abandoned buildings. Once the site of the Jewish ghetto, the historic 
Jewish Quarter became dilapidated in the decades following World War II, after the deportation of 10,000s Jews. In 2002 as few young entrepreneurs sought to 
make an aesthetic of the decay. While ruin bars started their life as with their grungy and gritty look, with crumbling plaster and the graffiti laden walls that went 
well with the mismatched furniture. 
 
Friday, September 28 
Palace of the Arts, MÜPA 
MÜPA brought to life one of the most significant cultural developments in Hungary of the last 100 years. The building ensures a background for the rich and 
significant cultural traditions of central Europe, unified in a building with three entities: The Ludwig Museum, the 1800 seat National Concert Hall, and a 450 seat 
dance and musical theater. The goal of the building was to create a venue acting as the meeting place of the various performing and exhibiting arts. We will tour 
the building and visit all three cultural components ending with a lunch in the building. 
 
ETYEK KURIA-Winery 
The Etyeki Kúria Winery was established in 1996 with a grape growing area of 2 hectares at Etyek Old-Hill. Soon it became the leading winery of its wine region. 
In year 2000 significant developments were started: a modern processing and a wine tasting room was built: The Bord Architectural Studio were commissioned to 
design the buildings. A small iconic jewel was placed in the middle of the vineyards. We will visit the building and have a wine tasting and a fine dinner. 
 
Option: 
For those wishing to go to a concert or an event, tickets will be available to order at MÜPA. The Pannon Philharmonic Orchestra (https://www.pfz.hu/) will be 
having a concert in the large hall while the new circus, Recirquel (http://www.recirquel.com/eng/) will be having an event in the Festival Theater. Exact concert 
programs will be announced soon.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.pfz.hu/
http://www.recirquel.com/eng/


 
Saturday September 29 
Central European University, CEU 
This is the first phase of a campus masterplan for the Central European University. The project changes the relationship of the university to the city. Phase 1 
provides a public face for the university, a new entrance on axis with the Danube, a library and learning café for citizens and students. The campus becomes 
integrated with the urban realm. 
 
Walking tour of Bauhaus and Secessionist Pest 
A two hour walking tour of the central area of Pest, starting from the CEU Building. The early modernist Bauhaus buildings and Secessionist buildings, such as 
the Postal Savings Bank, will be the central focus of the tour. 
 
Sunday, September 30 
Budapest Music Center 
Opened in 2013, the BMC House is a multi-functional cultural facility founded by musician and music professor László Gőz. With a concert hall, jazz club, 
library and the Peter Eötvös archive, the building is a unique incubator for the arts. 
 
  



 
 
 
 

PROGRAM 
 
Thursday, SEPTEMBER 27 
Association of Hungarian Architects  
Address: Ötpacsirta street 2. 
 
 17:00  Registration opens 

 18:00   Opening Reception - Association of Hungarian Architects  

 20:00  Open program - Drinks in the Ruin Pub District 

 
Friday, SEPTEMBER 28 
MÜPA  
Address: Komor Marcell street 1. 
 
 8:00-9:00   Registration - MÜPA: Palace of the Arts, Budapest 

 9:00   Conference Opens – Welcome  

 9:30-10:15   Lecture: Historic Overview of Budapest Architecture  

 10:15-11:00  A City of Cultural Architecture-the 20th Century  

 11:00-11:30  Coffee Break 

 11:30-12:30  Lecture- The story of MÜPA  

 12:30-14:00  Tour of MÜPA 

 14:00- 15:00  Lunch at MÜPA 

 15:00-15:30  Bus to Etyek—Etyek Kuria Winery 

 16:00-16:45  Lecture: Designing a Contemporary Winery 

 17:00-20:00  Tour of Winery, Wine Tasting 

Option: Concert at MÜPA (tickets can be ordered with registration) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/XYKhsY5QiSw
https://goo.gl/maps/CV7ow1xkaLn


 
 
Saturday, SEPTEMBER 29 
Central European University - CEU  
Address: Nádor street 9. 
 
 9:00 -9:45  Lecture: Liget Budapest- National Gallery Project  

 9:45 - 10:30  Lecture: Liget Budapest- Ethnographic Museum Project  

 10:30 - 11:00 Sponsor Presentation 

 11:00-11:30  Coffee Break 

 11:30-12:30  The CEU Building-Architectural Evolution 

 12:30-13:30  Tour of Building 

 14:00-15:00  Lunch at CEU 

 15:00-17:00  Architectural Walking Tour of Central Budapest  

 19:00  Cocktail, Gala Dinner 

 
 
Sunday, SEPTEMBER 30 
Budapest Music Center  
Address: Mátyás street 8. 
 
 8:30 -10:00  Chapter Meeting 

 10:00—10:45 BMC Building- Designing a Cultural Facility  

 10:45-11:15  Sponsor Presentation 

 11:15-12:00  Round Table Discussion- Future of Architecture, Culture…. 

 12:00-13:00  Tour of BMC Building 

 13:00  Lunch at BMC, close of Conference 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/cPh4fqgNtvj
https://goo.gl/maps/XAomQVrczN62


 
 

ACCOMODATION 
 

 THE OFFICIAL PARTNER HOTEL OF THE CONFERENCE 
ART’OTEL BUDAPEST 
https://www.artotels.com/budapest-hotel-hu-h-1011/hunbuart 
Address: H-1011, Budapest Bem rakpart 16-19. 

 
Overlooking the River Danube towards the imposing Hungarian Parliament, art’otel budapest is a jewel in the city’s crown. It is close to the Buda Castle, the Chain Bridge, the 
Mátyás Templom (Matthias Church), the Halászbástya (Fisherman's Bastion), the Hungarian National Gallery, the State Opera House and the Felszabadulási Emlékmű (Liberty 
Statue). Facilities include 165 spacious Art Rooms, Art Rooms XL and Art Suites with spectacular views, the inviting art'bistrobar, a fitness centre and spa, and unique creations 
by controversial American artist Donald Sultan. 
 
SPECIAL RATES AVAILABLE FOR THE CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS ONLY! 
PERIOD: Thu Sep 27,2018 to Sun Sep 30, 2018 
 
PRICES: 
Art room superior– single:  139 EUR/1 night per room 
Art room superior – double:  149 EUR/1 night per room 
Additional charge for Danube view:    20 EUR/1 night per room 
Rate includes: rich buffet breakfast, VAT, use of sauna and fitness centre and free Wi-Fi 
 
 
 5 STAR HOTELS 

Four Seasons Hotel Gresham Palace Budapest 
www.fourseasons.com/budapest 
Four Seasons Hotel Gresham Palace Budapest is centrally located at the end of the renowned Chain Bridge, with panoramic vistas of the Danube and the hills of 
Buda. 
 
The Ritz-Carlton Budapest 
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/europe/budapest 
A short walk from St. Stephen's Basilica, Erzsébet Square and the River Danube, The Ritz-Carlton, Budapest places guests in the center of one of Europe’s most 
beautiful cities. Set within a 19th century heritage building, the hotel presents modern luxury with a tint of tradition. 
 
Aria Hotel Budapest 
www.ariahotelbudapest.com 
The Aria Hotel Budapest is a luxury boutique hotel with an exquisite design inspired by music. To compliment the musical concept, master designer Zoltan Varro's 
vision was to simultaneously recreate the rich, lavish atmosphere of a historic Hungarian palace while also embracing visitors in the warmth and comfort of a 
private residence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.artotels.com/budapest-hotel-hu-h-1011/hunbuart
http://www.fourseasons.com/budapest/
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/europe/budapest
http://www.ariahotelbudapest.com/


 
 
 4 STAR HOTELS 

Lánchíd 19 Design Hotel 
https://www.lanchid19hotel.hu/ 
Multi-award winning design hotel in central Budapest on the banks of the Danube; offering stunning views of Pest and the Buda Castle UNESCO World Heritages. 
  
HOTEL NH Budapest City 
https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/nh-budapest-city?gmb 
The NH Budapest City hotel is in the Újlipótváros business district on the Pest side of the river. Some of Budapest’s star attractions are right on the doorstep, and 
the nearby metro station whisks you to more tourist hotspots. 
 
Hotel Clark Budapest 
http://www.hotelclarkbudapest.hu/ 
The four star Hotel Clark is perfectly situated in downtown Budapest, on the Danube bank, right next to the famous Chain Bridge, one of the most emblematic sights 
of the city. From the hotel you have easy access to all popular sites of Budapest, the station of the Buda Castle funicular is also next to the hotel entrance.  
 
Hotel President Budapest 
https://hotelpresident.hu/ 
Hotel President Budapest, is located in the heart of Budapest, in the middle of the business, governmental and historical area, in the vicinity of the Hungarian 
National Bank and the US Embassy, only just a few hundred meters away from the St. Stephan Basilica, from the Hungarian Parliament, the Danube river and the 
shopping streets, all of these can be reached in just couple of minutes by walk from the Hotel. 
 
 3 STAR HOTELS 

Hotel Casati 

http://www.casatibudapesthotel.com/ 
 
Roombach Hotel 
https://roombach.accenthotels.com/en 
 
Hotel Rum 
https://hotelrumbudapest.com/ 
 
Three Corners Hotel Anna 
https://threecorners.com/hotels/hotel-anna-superior/ 
 
12 Revay Hotel 
http://12revay.com/en 
 
Hotel Sas One 
http://www.sasone.hu/en/ 
  

https://www.lanchid19hotel.hu/
https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/nh-budapest-city?gmb
http://www.hotelclarkbudapest.hu/
https://hotelpresident.hu/
http://www.casatibudapesthotel.com/
https://roombach.accenthotels.com/en
https://hotelrumbudapest.com/
https://threecorners.com/hotels/hotel-anna-superior/
http://12revay.com/en
http://www.sasone.hu/en/


 
 

BUDAPEST RESTAURANTS 
 

Budapest, in the past 10 years has become a gastronomic destination, with a large array of local, traditional and contemporary food. The spectrum of options is 
vast. Below a few options and a nice article expanding on the „palette”: https://www.2foodtrippers.com/budapest-restaurants/ 
 
Café Kör 
https://hu-hu.facebook.com/cafekorrestaurant/ 
you must reserve! 
A lovely bistro with international and local food 
 
Klassz Restaurant 
https://www.klasszbudapest.hu/kapcsolat/ 
wine bar and bistro 
 
Café Bouchon 
http://www.cafebouchon.hu/#Main 
small bistro with local food 
 
Köleves 
http://www.koleves.com/ 
Modern jewish food in the once Jewish ghetto area 
 
Mazel Tov 
https://www.mazeltov.hu/en 
Open, reused space with great food and ambiance 
 
Remiz 
https://remiz.hu/en/ 
traditional and international food on the Buda side, with a garden 
 
Alabárdos 
http://alabardos.hu/?lang=en 
Fine dining, in the Castle District 
 
Gundel Restaurant 
http://visitbudapest.travel/budapest-restaurants/gundel-restaurant/ 
Perhaps the most famous restaurant in the city, with fin-de-siecel ambiance 
 

 
  

https://www.2foodtrippers.com/budapest-restaurants/
https://hu-hu.facebook.com/cafekorrestaurant/
https://www.klasszbudapest.hu/kapcsolat/
http://www.cafebouchon.hu/#Main
http://www.koleves.com/
https://www.mazeltov.hu/en
https://remiz.hu/en/
http://alabardos.hu/?lang=en
http://visitbudapest.travel/budapest-restaurants/gundel-restaurant/


 
 

DISTRICT I: CASTLE HILL 
 
 BUDA CASTLE HILL map  
Castle Hill is recognized as a World Heritage Site, and has many must-see attractions, Gothic arches, eighteenth-
century Baroque houses and cobblestone streets. Though Castle Hill has changed much since building began in 
the 13th century, its main streets still follow their medieval paths. 
 
Matthias Church  
Matthias Church (Mátyás-templom) is one of the oldest buildings in Buda, the historic Church is over 700 years 
old. The church was the scene of several coronations, including that of Charles IV in 1916, the last Habsburg king. 
It’s not only a church, but a museum as well. Every year, the church hosts several concerts featuring Hungarian 
and foreign musicians. 
Tip: getting to Matthias Church, take the Funicular from Chain Bridge. 
 
The Fishermen’s Bastion 
The Fishermen’s Bastion is a neo-Romanesque terrace overlooking the Danube, with seven conical turrets 
symbolizing the seven Magyar tribes. 
 
The Royal Palace and its Museums  
The former Royal Palace (Budavári Palota) with its central dome and long wings on either side, dominates the 
Buda skyline as seen form the Pest side of the river. It houses the National Gallery and the Budapest History Museum. 
 
 
 

DISTRICT V: DOWNTOWN 
 

 PARLIAMENT & KOSSUTH LAJOS SQUARE map 
The Hungarian Parliament building (Országház), self-confident and massive, is one of Budapest’s best-known 
landmarks. The Parliament building, a magnificent example of Neo-Gothic architecture, is just over 100 years old. 
It's the third largest Parliament building in the world, and it is also the home of the Hungarian Crown Jewels.  
Tip: the best way to take the tour is to buy your ticket in advance (online at www.jegymester.hu/parlament) 
Kossuth Lajos square is a vast piazza bounded on its west side by the Parliament building with the river behind 
it.  
Facing the Parliament beyond the tramlines is the neo-Renaissance Ministry of Agriculture. On the other side of 
Alkotmány street, also facing Parliament, is the Curia or Supreme Court building, designed by Alajos Hauszmann. 
 
 LIBERTY SQUARE map 
The square is a mix of business and residential. The United States Embassy in Hungary and the historicist style 
headquarters of the Hungarian National Bank at the west side of the square. Some buildings on the square are 
designed in the Art Nouveau style. Ignác Alpár designed two of the buildings. The square houses monuments 
for Ronald Reagan and Harry Hill Bandholtz and a monument for Soviet liberation of Hungary in World War II from Nazi German occupation.  
Buildings on Liberty Square: Hungarian National Bank, U.S. Embassy Budapest, Budapest Stock Exchange 
 
 
 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/LXYBSqFiXyK2
https://www.bkv.hu/en/buda_castle_funicular_/
https://goo.gl/maps/p6vGPtBYQgy
http://www.jegymester.hu/parlament
https://goo.gl/maps/KFVszvekJc92
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Ambassador_to_Hungary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historicism_(art)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungarian_National_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_Nouveau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ign%C3%A1c_Alp%C3%A1r
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ronald_Reagan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Hill_Bandholtz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Budapest


 
 
 ST. STEPHEN’S BASILICA 
Address: Szent István tér 1. map 
St Stephen’s Basilica of Budapest is one of the most beautiful and significant churches and touristic attractions of the country. This is partly due to its historical heritage, of being 
dedicated to the holy king St Stephen who was also the founder of the Hungarian state, and partly to the architectural and artistic value of the building itself. 
 
 SZÉCHENYI SQUARE map 
The Széchenyi square named after Hungary’s great reformer István Széchenyi is in practice a giant roundabout, 
always filled with cars. Nevertheless, it is surrounded by fine and important buildings and filles with monuments. 
Buildings on Széchenyi Square: Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
 
 THE CHAIN BRIDGE 
The Chain Bridge was the first bridge to permanently connect Buda and Pest. At the time of its completion, Chain 
Bridge was considered to be one of the wonders of the world. Chief engineer Adam Clark completed the span in 
1849. 
Paris may have its Eiffel Tower and Rome its Colosseum, but Budapest has the Chain Bridge. Beloved by 
Hungarians, the Chain Bridge (Lánchíd) is the pride of the city. 
 
 VÖRÖSMARTY SQUARE map 
Vörösmarty Square, located in the heart of Budapest, is always busy. This is where the famous Gerbeaud Café can be found, as well as the first station of the Millennium 
Underground. Váci Street also starts here. 
 
Tip: The Gerbeaud Café  
The legendary Gerbeaud, on Vörösmarty Square in the heart of Budapest, prides itself on being one of Europe’s 
oldest, largest, most traditional, and most famous cafés and confectioneries. The café was established in 1858 by 
Henrik Kugler; its successive owner, Emil Gerbeaud, had made it world-famous by the turn of the century. 
 
 VÁCI STREET map 
Váci street located in the city center and designated as a pedestrian precinct, runs from Vörösmarty Square to 
Vámház körút. Start your walk at the famous Gerbeaud Café on Vörösmarty Square and you will end it with a 
totally different experience at the Central Market Hall on Vámház körút. If you are a fan of Art Nouveau, be sure 
to check out the Philanthia flower shop at Váci street 9. 
 
 SZERVITA SQUARE map 
Around Szervita square 
Török Bank House (Address: Szervita square 3., built in: 1906) 
Mády-Laky House (Address: Szervita square 4., built between: 1810-1811) 
Rózsavölgyi House (Address: Szervita square 5., built between: 1911-1912) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/KRUw1XWM9d32
https://goo.gl/maps/Wm6KGAkVBbn
https://goo.gl/maps/auX2Y8L4UUD2
https://goo.gl/maps/VjsdgFzdJ5t
http://visitbudapest.travel/guide/budapest-attractions/vorosmarty-square/
http://visitbudapest.travel/budapest-restaurants/gerbeaud/
https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Nagy+V%C3%A1s%C3%A1rcsarnok/@47.4870848,19.0563043,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4741dc4fe2b1c2f7:0xa08c351e7bba2ecc!8m2!3d47.4870848!4d19.058493
https://goo.gl/maps/EZ9en9YxCMQ2


 
 

DISTRICT VI 
 
 

  ANDRÁSSY STREET map 
Andrássy street, a wide, tree-lined avenue avenue that runs through central Pest from Erzsébet square to Heroes’ 
Square. Grand, glamorous and graceful, a superb example of late 19th-century urban planning.  
 
 THE FÖLDALATTI 
The Földalatti, literally “Underground”, designated as metro line 1 (yellow), was built in 1894-6, in time to 
transport people to the City Park for Hungary’s Millenium festivities of 1896. The first underground railway in 
continental Europe and the second in the world after London’s Metropolitan Line. 
 
 HUNGARIAN STATE OPERA 
Address: Andrássy út 22. map 
Miklós Ybl’s neo-renaissance palace was built between 1875-1884. Each year, thousands of tourists visit the 
building to take in one of Budapest’s most impressive 19th century national monuments. Under renovation.  
 
 FRANZ LISZT ACADEMY OF MUSIC 
Address: Liszt Ferenc tér 8. map 
The Franz Liszt Academy of Music (Zeneakadémia) is one of the Budapest’s finest concert halls and also its 
premier music teaching institute. Both Bartók and Kodály taught here. When the Academy was founded in 
1875, Franz Liszt was its first president.  
See concert program: http://zeneakademia.hu/en/home 
 
 

 
 

 
DISTRICT VII  

 DEÁK FERENC SQUARE 
The busy Deák Square is one of the central squares of downtown Budapest and a major traffic junction at the same 
time. This is where the Metro lines meet underground. The nearby and its Akvárium Klub draw innumerable 
yound people here every night, so the square is always buzzing. 
 
 THE GREAT SYNAGOGUE  
Address: Dohány utca 2. map 
The Great Synagogue in Dohány street is the largest Synagogue in Europe and the second largest in the world. It 
was built between 1854 and 1859 in Neo-Moorish style. During World War II, the Great Synagogue was used as 
a stable and as a radio communication center by the Germans. Today, it's the main center for the Jewish 
community. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/Hu9tELyeym12
https://goo.gl/maps/jud8xMpu9Ek
https://goo.gl/maps/XJhKRtVLZr42
http://zeneakademia.hu/en/home
http://en.akvariumklub.hu/
https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Doh%C3%A1ny+utcai+Zsinag%C3%B3ga/@47.4959071,19.0584252,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4741dc42507d41cf:0x4128af63d0508608!8m2!3d47.4959071!4d19.0606139


 
 

 
DISTRICT XIV  

 

 CITY PARK AND HEROES’ SQUARE map 
Heroes’ Square (Hősök tere) marks the end of Andrássy street, and it is flanked by the Museum of Fine Arts 
(under renovation!) and Műcsarnok on either side.  
Heroes’ Square and the Millennium Monument at its center, was built to commemorate the millennium of the 
Hungarians.  
Archangel Gabriel tops the monument and the seven chieftains who led the Magyar tribes to Hungary are below. 
Statues of Hungarian historical figures stand between columns fanning out from the center of the square. 
 
City park (Városliget) is the largest park in Budapest. Here you will find the Széchenyi Thermal Bath, the ZOO, 
the Circus and Vajdahunyad Castle. 
 
Vajdahunyad Castle 
The so-called Vajdahunyad Castle was built to the designs of Ignác Alpár as a temporary structure for the 1896 
Hungarian Millennium Exhibition. The idea was to present in one single building the variety of architectural styles 
to be found in Hungary and her Crown Lands. 
 

 
 
 

MARGARET ISLAND 
 
Margaret Island divides the Danube into two channels between Margaret and Árpád bridges.  
Among the present historical monuments on the island are the 13th century ruins of a 
Franciscan church, as well as a Premonstratensian chapel with a Romanesque tower from 
the 12th century.  
Since 1908 Margaret Island serves as a recreational park. The island houses various sports 
estblishments. like Palatinus water park, the Hajós Alfréd sports pool, tennis courts and an 
athletics center.  
Other attractions on the island include the Centennial Memorial which commemorates the 
100th anniversary of Budapest, a Japanese Garden, a tiny zoo, a music fountain, and an 
octagonal water tower built in Art Nouveau style in 1911. The outdoor theater hosts operas, 
concerts and plays during summer.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/qWicRUF1k572


 
 

THERMAL BATHS 
 
 THE SZÉCHENYI THERMAL BATHS  
The bath in Városliget was built in neo-Baroque style at the beginning of the 20th century and one of the largest spa complexes in Europe. Its outdoor pool with 
the steam rising from its surface on winter nights and the complacent eldery men playing chess in the water is a world famous symbol of Budapest.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 THE GELLÉRT THERMAL BATH  
The magnificent Art Nouveo building between Gellért Hill and Liberty Bridge opened its gates in 1918. The bath is part of the Gellért Hotel, which was the icon of Budapest hotels 
for nearly 100 years.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 THE RUDAS THERMAL BATH  
The Rudas Bath is found a few steps in front of the rocks of Gellért Hill. The Turkish bath was built at the time of the Turkish occupation of Hungary in the 16th century, while the 
spa was added at the end of the 19th century. 
 
  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.szechenyibath.hu/
http://www.gellertbath.hu/
http://en.rudasfurdo.hu/


 
 

MARKETPLACES IN BUDAPEST 
 
 

 THE GREAT MARKET HALL (VÁSÁRCSARNOK)  
The biggest market hall of the city, which stands right next to the Pest end of Liberty Bridge. The beautiful building, adorned with Zsolnay tiles, opened in 1897. You’ll be able to 
try some favorite Hungarian dishes, including töltött káposzta (stuffed cabbage), Hortobágyi palacsina (meat filled pancake) or lángos. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 THE DOWNTOWN MARKET 
A colorful gastro spot that brings a traditional countryside market vibe right into the heart of the city. There is a cool gastro center here, bustling with bistros and street food kiosks. 
You can try authentic Hungarian meals here at the bistro of Hungarian chef Tamás Széll, who won the European championship of Bocuse d’Or in 2016. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://goo.gl/maps/pwsFfRpsTBq
https://goo.gl/maps/WkiC4251BBJ2


 
 
 

DAY TRIPS FROM BUDAPEST 
 
 SZENTENDRE  
This picturesque little town of Szentendre, situated beside the Danube, 23 km north of Budapest, is a popular 
destination for day trips. Due to its historic architecture and easy rail and river access, it has become a popular 
destination for tourists staying in Budapest. The cobbled streets are home to numerous galleries and museums. 
Distance from Budapest: 23 km 
www.szentendre.hu 
Getting to Szentendre: 
By car* 
By boat: Boats leaves from Batthyány tér landing stage. Journey time to Szentendre is 2 hrs and back again is 1 hr 
(for timetables, see mahartpassnave.hu).  
 
 GÖDÖLLŐ 
The small town of Gödöllő some 30 km east of Budapest, is chiefly visited for its 18th-century chateau, a former 
palace of the Habsburgs and a favourite resort of the Empress Elisabeth.  
 
 
 LAKE BALATON 
Lake Balaton is a freshwater lake in the Transdanubian region of Hungary. It is the largest lake 
in Central Europe and one of the region's foremost tourist destinations.  
The mountainous region of the northern shore is known both for its historic character and as a major wine 
region, while the flat southern shore is known for its resort towns.   
The major resorts around the lake are Siófok, Keszthely, and Balatonfüred. Balatonkenese has hosted 
numerous traditional gastronomic events. Keszthely is the site of the Festetics Palace and Balatonfüred 
is a historical bathing town.  
 
Siófok 
Siófok is a city in Hungary on the southern bank of Lake Balaton. The city is one of Hungary's most 
popular holiday destinations, famous for its beaches and nightlife. Siófok is one of the richest 
municipalities of Hungary due to tourism. Hungarians often call the town "the capital of Balaton", as it 
is the largest city on its shores and acts as the commercial and touristic hub of the region. 
Distance from Budapest: 105 km 
 
Balatonkenese 
Distance from Budapest: 90 km 
 
Balatonfüred 
Distance from Budapest: 126 km 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/kD4vaafmLy32
http://www.szentendre.hu/
https://goo.gl/maps/GbYrVi7xx382
https://goo.gl/maps/i5oudJhPgk92
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freshwater
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transdanubia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_lakes_of_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transdanubia#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungarian_wine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungarian_wine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resort_town
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 RENT YOUR CAR 
 
RentalCars: www.rentalcars.com 
Sixt Rental: www.sixt.hu 
 
 
 CALL A TAXI 
 
TAKE ONLY THE MARKED COMPANIES! 
 
Főtaxi - the official transport partner of Budapest Airport (www.fotaxi.hu) 
phone: +36 1 222-2222 
e-mail: rendel@fotaxi.hu 
book a taxi online here 
 
City Taxi (www.citytaxi.hu) 
phone: +36 1 2-111-111 
you can download an app to order cabs 
 
6x6 Taxi (www.6x6taxi.hu) 
phone/Viber: +36 1 6-666-666 
e-mail: rendel@6x6taxi.hu 
 
 
Good to know 
Base fare:   450 HUF 
Kilometre-based fare: 280 HUF/km 
Time-based fare: 70 HUF/minute 
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